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2 R. Alkofer, C. S. Fischer and L. von Smekal: Infrared Exponents and Running Coupling of QCD
this observation one can use the general structure of the
ghost DSE, the properties of multiplicative renormaliz-
ability and the assumption that all involved Green's func-
tions can be expanded in a power series to show that the
Kugo{Ojima criterion as well as the Gribov{Zwanziger
horizon condition are satised [6,7]. Furthermore, it has
been shown that the infrared behaviour of the ghost and
the gluon propagators are uniquely related: Both fulll
power laws such that the corresponding powers in the run-
ning coupling (as extracted from the ghost-gluon vertex)
exactly cancel and one obtains an infrared x point for
the coupling.
2 Infrared exponents and running coupling
More detailed information on the propagators of Landau
gauge QCD can be obtained from the DSEs once the sys-
tem is truncated and ansaetze for the vertices have been
made. The resulting closed system of equations can be
solved both, analytically in the infrared and numerically
for non-vanishing momenta. The considerations presented
in the previous section suggest that for small momenta the
ghost loop dominates in the gluon DSE. Assuming this
dominance, eects from a wide class of possible dressings
for the ghost-gluon vertex have been investigated in ref. [7]
and found to be of negligible inuence to the qualitative
ndings.
Thus, for the purpose of this talk we concentrate on the
simplest of these truncation schemes which has been de-
velopped in detail in refs. [8,9]. This scheme employs bare
three-point functions and neglects four-gluon vertices, see
Fig. 1.
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It provides the correct one-loop anomalous di-







and thus correctly describes the
leading logarithmic behaviour of the propagators in the
ultraviolet. Furthermore, this scheme reproduces the in-













with   0:595. These exponents are
close to the ones extracted from lattice calculations [12,
13,14]. Interestingly enough they are also close to the ones
obtained in a comparable truncation scheme in stochasti-
cally quantized Landau gauge Yang{Mills theory [15].
The numerical solutions are compared to recent lattice
calculations [14] in Fig. 3. Dierences mainly occur for the
gluon propagator in the region around the bending point,
i.e. somewhat below one GeV. These can be attributed to
the omission of the two-loop diagrams in the DSE trunca-
tion. Given the limitations of both methods the qualitative
and partly even quantitative agreement is remarkable.
The DSE based result for the running coupling can
be seen in Fig. 3. The analytically obtained value for
the x point of the running coupling in the infrared is
1
A coupled system of gluon and ghost DSEs has been stud-
ied for the rst time in ref. [10].
2
These quantities are dened via the gluon and






























(0)  2:97 for the gauge group SU(3) in this trunca-
tion scheme. Corrections from possible dressings for the
ghost-gluon vertex have been found to be such that 2:5 <
(0)  2:97 [7]. The maximumat non-vanishing momenta
seen in our result for the running coupling results in a
multi-valued beta-function. On the other hand, it appears
in a region where the above comparison to lattice data
suggests that our results are least reliable. (The physical






) = 0:118.) We therefore summarize
our result for the running coupling in the monotonic t
functions:
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The value (0) = 2:972 = 8:915=N
c
is known from the
infrared analysis. In both ts the ultraviolet behaviour
of the solution xes the scale,  = 0:714GeV. Note that
we have employed a MOM scheme, and thus  has to





, i.e. this scale has the expected









= 3:169. Fit B
(which provides a better description in the ultraviolet at
the expense of some deviations at smaller momenta) has
only two free parameters: a = 1:020, b = 1:052.
In summary, we have employed analytical as well nu-
merical studies of the gluon and ghost Dyson{Schwinger
equations in Landau gauge Yang{Mills theories to verify
the Kugo{Ojima connement criterion. We have shown
that the resulting infrared behaviour of gluon and ghost
propagators, namely a highly infrared singular ghost and
an infrared suppressed gluon propagator, are related to
the Gribov{Zwanziger horizon condition. The solution for
these propagators has then be used to calculate the run-
ning coupling for all spacelike momentum scales.
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The -function corresponding to t A can be found in
ref. [16].









Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the truncated gluon and ghost Dyson{Schwinger equations (DSE). Terms with four-
gluon vertices have been dismissed. Herein, the vertex functions (empty circles) are taken to be the bare vertices.
















DSE vs. lattice results (163x32)
















DSE vs. lattice results (163x32)
Fig. 2. Solutions of the Dyson{Schwinger equations compared to recent lattice results for two colours [14]












Fig. 3. The strong running coupling from the DSEs and the
ts A and B, c.f. eqs. (1,2).
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